The Pearson Review of Progress and Learning is a series of three standards-based tests designed to measure student growth during the school year. The tests are intended to be completed in about 30 minutes and provide immediate educator feedback on areas of student strengths and opportunities for learning towards meeting end of year goals. With PRoPL, you will experience accurate and actionable results and reduced interim test-taking time!

**Interim assessment administration**
- Administered during three designated test windows (fall, winter, spring)
- Uses a blueprint proportionate to a summative design
- Test items developed with summative quality and rigor
- Same platform and delivery system (TestNav) as summative assessment

**Interim assessment results**
- Provides a graph of student growth following completion of the winter and spring interim tests
- Allows for a projection of performance on the summative test, following a study utilizing interim and summative results
- Scale scores provided for each content area and reporting category, as well as Lexiles and Quantiles
- Standards-based item-level reporting provides educators with student response, standard, and item difficulty data to inform focused support
- Report data exports available
2023–24 Interim tests available

- Grades K–2
  - Reading
  - Math
- Grades 3–8 (computer adaptive tests)
  - Reading
  - Math
- High School
  - Math 10
  - Algebra I
  - Algebra II
  - Geometry
  - Reading

Interim testing windows
Tests can be completed anytime within these dates.

- Interim 1/fall: September 18 – October 27, 2023
- Interim 2/winter: January 8 – February 23, 2024
- Interim 3/spring: April 8 – May 24, 2024

In-progress enhancements for 2024–2025

- Science (Grades 3–12)
- Social Studies (Grades 3–12)

Contact your Assessment Consultant to learn more about the Pearson Review of Progress and Learning.